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Abstract 

 

A total of 1918 loci, detected by the hybridization of 938 expressed sequence tag unigenes 

(ESTs) from 26 Triticeae cDNA libraries, were mapped to wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) 

homoeologous group 4 chromosomes using a set of deletion, ditelosomic, and nulli-tetrasomic 

lines. The 1918 EST loci were not distributed uniformly among the three group 4 chromosomes; 

41, 28, and 31% mapped to chromosomes 4A, 4B, and 4D, respectively. This pattern is in 

contrast to the cumulative results of EST mapping in all homoeologous groups, as reported 

elsewhere, that found the highest proportion of loci mapped to the B genome. Sixty-five percent 

of these 1918 loci mapped to the long arms of homoeologous group 4 chromosomes, while 35% 

mapped to the short arms. The distal regions of chromosome arms showed higher numbers of 

loci than the proximal regions, with the exception of 4DL. This study confirmed the complex 

structure of chromosome 4A that contains two reciprocal translocations and two inversions, 

previously identified. An additional inversion in the centromeric region of 4A was revealed. A 

consensus map for homoeologous group 4 was developed from 119 ESTs unique to group 4. 

Forty-nine percent of these ESTs were found to be homoologous to sequences on rice 

chromosome 3, 12% had matches with sequences on other rice chromosomes, and 39% had no 

matches with rice sequences at all. Limited homology (only 26 of the 119 consensus ESTs) was 

found between wheat ESTs on homoeologous group 4 and the Arabidopsis genome. Forty-two 

percent of the homoeologous group 4 ESTs could be classified into functional categories on the 

basis of blastX searches against all protein databases. 
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GENOME analysis has been used to establish the evolutionary and homoeologous relationships 

of the three genomes (AA, BB, and DD) that make up hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). 

Each of the 21 chromosomes has been identified and characterized by Sears (1954)(1966) with 

respect to genomic and homoeologous relationships. There is a high degree of colinearity among 

hexaploid wheat chromosomes within each of the seven homoeologous groups (Van Deynze et 

al. 1995). This relationship among homoeologous chromosomes suggests that most genes, 

especially those coding for morphological characteristics and molecular markers, may be found 

in all three genomes in a well-conserved order (Van Deynze et al. 1995). 

The syntenic relationship among the three genomes composing hexaploid wheat has been altered 

by inter- and intragroup translocations, inversions, and deletions (Akhunov et al. 2003a). A 

previous study has shown that synteny tends to decrease in the more distal regions of the 

chromosome arms (Akhunov et al. 2003b). Several of the 21 chromosomes of hexaploid wheat 

contain translocations of considerable size (Gale 1990). Naranjo et al. (1987) proposed 

translocations involving chromosomes 4A, 5A, and 7B, which have been found in T. turgidum L. 
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and T. aestivum. Using cytogenetic, isozyme, RFLP marker, and in situ hybridization analyses of 

chromosome 4A, the evolutionary evidence for translocations involving chromosome arms 4AL, 

5AL, and 7BS has been firmly established (Chao et al. 1989; Naranjo 1990; Liu et al. 1992; 

Chen and Gustafson 1994, 1997; Devos et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995; Nelson et al. 

1995). A pericentric inversion within chromosome 4A changed the native chromosome arm 

homoeologues of group 4. As a result, the short arm of 4A (4AS) is homoeologous to 4BL and 

4DL, while 4AL is homoeologous to 4BS and 4DS. In addition, a paracentric inversion within 

4AL was also reported (Devos et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). Finally, a pericentric 

inversion has been observed within chromosome 4B (Endo and Gill 1984; Gill et al. 1991; 

Friebe et al. 1994; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). 

It is reasonable to expect that undetected chromosome structural variations exist in hexaploid 

wheat. Detailed analyses at the molecular level will reveal the evolution of chromosome 

structure and the distribution and physical location of additional breakpoints and rearrangements 

within homoeologous group 4 chromosomes of hexaploid wheat. 

Endo (1988)(1990) ascertained that certain Aegilops chromosomes, particularly from Aegilops 

cylindrica host, when present as monosomic additions to wheat, caused random, mostly terminal, 

deletions in wheat chromosomes. Broken chromosome ends tend to be healed by the addition of 

new telomeres (Werner et al. 1992; Tsujimoto 1993; Friebe et al. 2001). Endo and Gill (1996) 

isolated some 350 homozygous deletion lines derived from T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring. 

Adjacent deletion breakpoints for a given chromosome arm define a physical region on that arm 

called a bin. A set of lines containing deletions for each of the three genomes and seven groups 

of hexaploid wheat chromosomes has been used to create a deletion map of the wheat genomes. 

A project funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) proposed to identify and 

characterize expressed sequence tag unigenes (ESTs) and to map them to specific chromosome 

regions (bins) using a representative subset of deletion, nullisomic-tetrasomic, and ditelosomic 

lines (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF). Qi et al. (2003) reported a molecular characterization of 

the deletion stocks used in this project. The present study examines the ESTs that mapped to 

group 4 chromosomes, to detect homoeologous chromosome structural variations, study the 

spatial relationships among these ESTs at the bin level, and investigate homologous relationships 

with rice (Oryza sativa L.) and Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant materials: 

The aneuploid and deletion stocks used in this analysis were developed in or derived from 

Chinese Spring wheat and included 21 nullisomic-tetrasomic (NT) lines and 24 ditelocentric 

lines obtained from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Sears collection of wheat 

genetic stocks [USDA-Agricultural Research Service (ARS), University of Missouri, Columbia, 

MO] and 101 deletion stocks obtained from B. S. Gill (Wheat Genetics Resource Center, Kansas 

State University). 
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The stocks relevant to homoeologous group 4 defined centromeric regions and nine, seven, and 

eight deletion bins in chromosomes 4A, 4B, and 4D, respectively (Figure 1 ). 

Deletion breakpoint and bin designations were based on the fractional length (FL) values of 

breakpoints established by Endo and Gill (1996). The proximal bin in each arm was delimited by 

the most proximal deletion breakpoint and the centromere of the relevant Chinese Spring nulli-

tetrasomic and ditelosomic aneuploid stocks. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.— 
C-banding ideograms of the three wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes 

and the group 4 consensus map. For the three ideograms, the number of EST loci 

mapped to the corresponding bins is given on the left and the deletion bin 

designation is on the right (more ...) 

Library materials: 

Twenty-six of the project's 42 cDNA libraries (Lazo et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2004), representing 

a variety of tissues, developmental stages, and stress treatments of wheat and related species, 

produced ESTs mapping to homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. Twenty-four of these libraries 

were used for the functional analysis reported here. See the project website 

(http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/nsf/nsf_library.cgi) for details on library identity, 

development, and characterization. 

Deletion mapping: 

All procedures used for genomic DNA isolation from the Chinese Spring deletion and aneuploid 

lines, restriction endonuclease digestions, gel electrophoresis, DNA gel blot hybridization, and 

EST analyses were uniformly carried out in 10 mapping laboratories (Akhunov et al. 2003a,b; 

Lazo et al. 2004). Procedures are available on line at http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF/project/. For 

Southern analysis, genomic DNA from each aneuploid and deletion stock was digested with 

EcoRI. Lambda DNA, digested with HindIII and BstEII, was used as a size marker. 

Deletion mapping was performed by hybridizing a cDNA clone, corresponding to an EST, to a 

set of Southern blots made from the panel of wheat aneuploid and deletion stocks described 

above (Qi et al. 2003; Lazo et al. 2004). Absence of a particular restriction fragment in the lane 

for a genetic stock indicated that the locus was distal to the corresponding deletion breakpoint or 

within the chromosome or arm missing in the aneuploid. The analysis presented here was carried 

out on the subset of 4485 mapped and verified cDNA probes accumulated as of March 17, 2003. 

Each hybridization profile was analyzed twice in the mapping laboratory where it was produced. 

These images were then uploaded to the NSF website and scored again by a homoeologous 

group coordinator. Once a consensus was reached, the mapping data were made available to the 

public (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/westsql/map_locus.cgi) and used for further analysis. 

Locus distribution and duplication analysis: 

Duplication of an EST locus means that it was present in more than one copy either within a 

single chromosome (an intrachromosome duplication) or among the three homoeologous group 4 

chromosomes (an interchromosome duplication). The number and distribution of intra- and 

interchromosomal duplicated EST loci within homoeologous chromosome group 4 were 
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established using only loci clearly assigned to a specific bin. Loci were excluded from analysis if 

they could be not be mapped to a specific bin but were mapped only to a chromosome, 

chromosome arm, the centromere, or an ambiguous bin whose FL values overlapped with 

adjacent bins. The expected numbers of EST loci for the chromosome arms were calculated 

using the arm ratio values for 4A, 4B, and 4D from the physical measurements of mitotic 

chromosomes (Gill et al. 1991). This density per arm was further broken down into the expected 

numbers of EST loci for each deletion bin located on that particular arm. The physical size of the 

deletion bins was based on the FL values of each deletion bin for that particular arm. A chi-

square test with P < 0.01 was used to test for significance between observed and expected 

numbers of mapped loci. The expected values for whole chromosomes were based on the 

assumption that the homoeologous chromosomes contain equal numbers of loci, whereas the 

expected values for chromosome arms were based on arm ratios (Gill et al. 1991; Table 1). 

 

  

TABLE 1 

χ
2
 analysis of the total and duplicated EST loci within homoeologous group 4 

chromosomes  

Group 4 consensus: 

A consensus map of group 4 chromosomes was constructed on the basis of 119 ESTs having loci 

that mapped to two or three of the homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. ESTs were assigned to 

consensus bins that were constructed from combined FL values across the three chromosomes, 

starting from the bins closest to the centromeres. For the consensus chromosome short arm, the 

bins are C-4S1-0.37, 4S1-0.37-0.43, 4S2-0.43-0.53, 4S3-0.53-0.57, 4S4-0.57-0.66, 4S5-0.66-

0.67, 4S6-0.67-0.82, and 4S7-0.82-1.00. For the long arm, they are C-4L1-0.20, 4L1-0.20-0.31, 

4L2-0.31-0.56, 4L3-0.56-0.63, 4L4-0.63-0.71, 4L5-0.71-0.76, 4L6-0.76-0.86, and 4L7-0.86-

1.00. For example, wheat EST BE497446 mapped to deletion bins 4AL12-0.43-0.59, 4BS8-0.57-

0.81, and 4DS3-0.67-0.82, indicating a consensus map position between fractional lengths 0.57 

and 0.66 on the short arm of the consensus chromosome. 

Loci that mapped to chromosomes outside of group 4 were not taken into consideration in the 

construction of the consensus map. The ESTs were sorted according to their bin-mapping 

pattern; for example, BM138075 mapped to 4AS3-0.76-1.00, C-4BL1-0.71, and 4DL9-0.31-

0.56, which is different from the mapping pattern of BG274627, which mapped to 4AS3-0.76-

1.00, C-4BL1-0.71, and 4DL12-0.71-1.00. All ESTs showing a particular mapping pattern were 

grouped together and were assumed to be located close to one another on the chromosome; 

however, linear order within the mapping-pattern groups could not be determined. A mapping-

pattern group was included in the consensus map only if it contained three or more ESTs. The 

mapping-pattern groups were arranged in linear order on the basis of the known homoeology of 

group 4 chromosomes reported in publications: the homoeology of 4AS to 4BL to 4DL, the 

homoeology of 4AL to 4BS to 4DS (Devos et al. 1995; Gale et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 

1995), and the structural rearrangement of chromosome 4A (Naranjo et al. 1987; Anderson et al. 

1992; Liu et al. 1992; Devos et al. 1995; Gale et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995; Nelson 

et al. 1995; Chen and Gustafson 1997). The mapping-pattern groups were organized to maximize 

the integrity of these trends. Groups with patterns that deviated from the trend and could not be 

reconciled by reordering the groups within a bin were considered signals of undefined 

chromosomal rearrangement such as previously undetected inversions; these aberrant groups 

were not included in the consensus chromosome. 
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Wheat-rice sequence comparisons: 

The 119 group 4 consensus ESTs were compared to rice genomic sequences using blastN 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) with cutoff parameters: E-value ≤1E-15, identity (ID) 

≥80% for at least 100 bp. ESTs that matched with a rice BAC were tabulated. The ESTs were 

then tentatively ordered on the basis of the established rice BAC orders. 

Wheat-Arabidopsis sequence comparisons: 

Wheat-Arabidopsis sequence comparisons were performed in the same manner as the wheat-rice 

comparison, using the 119 consensus ESTs. Nucleotide-nucleotide comparisons and protein-

protein comparisons were analyzed. The cutoff values for protein-protein comparisons were E-

value ≤1E-5 and ID ≥70% for at least 50 amino acid pairwise comparisons. 

Functional analysis of mapped ESTs: 

All 938 mapped ESTs were used to perform blastX analysis against all protein databases. The 

results were then grouped on the basis of the functional category of Arabidopsis protein 

(http://mips.gsf.de/proj/thal/db). All groupings were performed manually. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chromosome deletion map and distribution pattern of EST loci on wheat homoeologous group 4: 

From the March 17, 2003, data set, 938 ESTs mapped unambiguously to 1918 loci in 

homoeologous group 4 deletion bins. The number of mapped EST loci for group 4 was 

significantly higher than expected (P < 0.001) on the basis of the relative size of the 

chromosomes (Gill et al. 1991; Table 1), with a mean of 2.04 loci per EST mapped. Chi-square 

analysis showed that the number of EST loci mapped to 4A (786, 41%) was significantly higher 

than expected whereas those mapping to 4B (529, 28%) and 4D (603, 31%) were lower than 

expected, on the basis of the assumption that the chromosomes of group 4 have equal numbers of 

loci (P < 0.001; Figure 1 , Table 1). In contrast, the total number of EST loci 

mapping to the entire B genome (5774; 36%) exceeded those mapping to the A (5173; 32%) and 

D (5146; 32%) genomes (Lazo et al. 2004). 

The total number of EST loci mapped to the long arms on the three chromosomes of 

homoeologous group 4 was twice the number mapped to the short arms and was higher than 

expected, on the basis of relative size (P < 0.001; Table 1). Individual chromosome analyses of 

the EST loci distribution between the short and long chromosome arms showed that the number 

of EST loci mapped to all three short arms was lower than expected, while, except for 4DL, the 

long arms contained a higher than expected number. In general, the distributions of EST loci 

along group 4 chromosome arms were similar to those observed in the other homoeologous 

groups (Akhunov et al. 2003a; Conley et al. 2004; Hossain et al. 2004; Linkiewicz et al. 2004; 

Munkvold et al. 2004; Peng et al. 2004; Randhawa et al. 2004). The distal regions of the 

chromosome arms contained more loci than the proximal regions and more loci than expected, 
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with the exception of 4DL. In chromosome arm 4DL, the highest number of EST loci was found 

in bin 4DL9-0.31-0.56, which is shorter than the terminal bin (Figure 1 ). 

Homeologous group 4 intra- and interchromosome gene duplication: 

Gene duplication occurred within and among all three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. A 

total of 375 or 40% of all mapped EST probes had duplicated (two or more) loci. This number is 

an approximation, because single loci with EcoRI sites within the region recognized by a probe 

would have been erroneously counted as duplications. This overestimation would have been 

partially balanced by the exclusion of some real duplication because of a lack of polymorphism 

among the duplicated copies. Among 631 loci duplicated among the three group 4 chromosomes, 

6% were located on chromosomes 4A and 4B, 17% on 4A and 4D, and 23% on 4B and 4D. The 

remaining 54% were triplicated loci found on all three chromosomes. Of these 631 loci, 70 

(11%) also mapped to chromosomes other than the three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. 

The intrachromosome distribution of duplicated loci on individual group 4 chromosomes was 

similar to the distribution of total loci. Chromosome 4B contained the fewest duplicated loci 

(157; 25%) when compared to 4A (268; 42%) and 4D (206; 33%) (Table 1). The long arms had 

twice as many duplicated loci as the short arms. The duplicated loci were mainly concentrated in 

the distal region of all chromosome arms with the exception of 4DL. The number of duplicated 

loci was positively correlated (R
2
 = 0.78; P < 0.001) with the total number of mapped loci on the 

three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. 

Chromosome-arm-specific genes: 

We identified 10 ESTs that hybridized with single fragments that mapped to specific 

chromosome arms. However, further verification showed only two ESTs, BE490806 and 

BM140483, that were unique to a specific chromosome arm. Both ESTs were mapped to 

chromosome arm 4AL, one to bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 and the other to bin 4AL4-0.80-1.00. In 

addition, we also identified one EST, BE426090, having two loci that both mapped to bin 

4AL13-0.59-0.66. Those three chromosome arm-unique ESTs have considerable value as 

chromosome 4AL-specific markers. 

Analysis of blastN against the rice genomic sequence showed that only EST BE426090 had high 

homology with a rice BAC chromosome. A blastX analysis of the three ESTs also showed that 

only EST BE426090 had homology with a protein, namely a glutaredoxin-related protein. 

Chromosome 4A: 

The chromosome 4A deletion map was generated by loci from 635 ESTs. Most of the 4A ESTs 

also mapped to 4B and 4D, but, in addition, 59 of them detected loci on 5BL and 5DL, and 72 

detected loci on 7AS and 7DS. These data confirm the presence of two reciprocal translocations 

involving chromosome arms 4AL, 5AL, and 7BS, and two inversions (one pericentric and one 

paracentric; Figure 2 ; Naranjo et al. 1987; Anderson et al. 1992; Liu et al. 1992; 

Devos et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995; Nelson et al. 1995; Chen and Gustafson 1997). 

In addition, the present study confirmed the chromosome arm location of the 4A translocations 

previously detected by in situ hybridization (Chen and Gustafson 1997). 

 Figure 2.— 
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Translocations involving chromosome arms 4AL, 5BL, and 7AS and inversions 

within chromosome 4A detected by EST mapping. In the rightmost ideogram, 

where >10 ESTs mapped in the corresponding segments, the total number of 

ESTs rather than their (more ...) 

New pericentric inversion: 

This study established one additional inversion, a small pericentric inversion in the centromeric 

region of 4A (Figure 2 ). This new inversion was found within the larger 

pericentric inversion previously described by Devos et al. (1995). This inversion was detected by 

6 ESTs from four different mapping laboratories (Figure 2 ). Among those, 5 

ESTs—BE495275, BE637507, BF473854, BG274862, and BF202-706—were mapped to C-

4AL12-0.43, C-4BL1-0.71, and C-4DL9-0.31. However, 1 EST, BF202969, was mapped to C-

4AL12-0.43, C-4BS4-0.37, and C-4DL9-0.31 as a result of a centromeric inversion in 

chromosome 4B. The fragment size involved in this inversion is unknown. Of the 88 ESTs 

mapped in the C-4AL12-12-0.43 bin, 44 showed a 4AL-4BS-4DS relationship. The remaining 

35 ESTs were not colinear with either 4AL-4BL-4DL or 4AL-4BS-4DS. If the ESTs in this bin 

were evenly distributed, the expected length of the 4AL-native fragment would be ∼11% (6 

ESTs out of 53) of the bin C-4AL12-0.43, which would correspond to ∼5% of the total 4AL 

arm. Centromeric regions typically exhibit the lowest gene density when compared to other 

chromosome regions, and thus the length of the inverted 4AL-native fragment might be much 

larger than expected. Greater detail and confirmation is required for a full interpretation of this 

evidence. 

Previously described 4AL paracentric inversion: 

A native 4AL segment inversion, detected by RFLP analysis, near the distal end of 4AL was 

described by Mickelson-Young et al. (1995). The inversion was also reported by the observation 

of an inverted 5AL segment in the 4AL linkage map (Devos et al. 1995). Data from this study 

showed that this paracentric inversion involved the native 4AL segment, the translocated 5AL 

segment, and the translocated 7BS segment (Figure 2 ). Consequently, only a 

small piece of native 4AL was found in the original location within bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66. Two 
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ESTs (BE499664 and BE637934) detected this fragment in chromosome bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66. 

The rest of this 4AL-native segment is now located between the 5AL-native and 7BS-native 

regions. Eight ESTs (BE638039, BF291886, BF293541, BF483404, BE489586, BE498551, 

BG263563, and BM136696) detected this segment in chromosome bin 4AL5-0.66-0.80, which 

appeared to be colinear with the distal regions of 4BL and 4DL (Figure 2 ). A 

native 7BS segment was inverted in bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 (Figure 2 ). Four ESTs 

(BE426203, BE443794, BE500827, and BG604855) detected this 7BS inversion. These ESTs 

also mapped to the distal regions of the 7AS and 7DS. 

Bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 contains adjacent segments of 4AS, 4AL, 7BS, and 5AL. In total, 80 ESTs 

were mapped in this bin, among which 35 mapped on the 4AS-native segment, 2 mapped on the 

4AL-native segment, 4 mapped on the 7BS segment, and 20 mapped on the 5AL segment. The 

19 remaining ESTs within this bin did not show a colinear relationship with the other 

homoeologous group 4 chromosomes, on the basis of the available data. 

Evolutionary order of the 4A structural changes: 

Altogether, the current mapping data indicated two reciprocal translocations (4AL/5AL and 

4AL/7BS), two pericentric inversions, and one paracentric inversion. The major remaining 

questions involve the evolutionary order of the five chromosome rearrangement events. Devos et 

al. (1995) found that the same 4AL/5AL translocation also appeared in T. monococcum and 

concluded that the 4AL/5AL translocation occurred at the diploid level. On the basis of their 

linkage data and the cytological study by Riley et al. (1967), Devos et al. (1995) also concluded 

that the 4AL/7BS translocation and the paracentric and the larger pericentric inversions arose at 

the tetraploid level. However, the temporal order of those events could not be fully resolved, 

although the 4AL/7BS translocation must have occurred before the paracentric inversion due to 

the observation of an inverted 5AL segment in the bread wheat chromosome arm 4AL (Devos et 

al. 1995). The larger pericentric inversion could have taken place either before or after the 

4AL/7BS translocation, or even after the paracentric inversion on 4AL (Devos et al. 1995). The 

present results provide new evidence that the 4AL/7BS translocation occurred before the 

paracentric inversion on the 4AL arm because the two 4AL-native segments within the region 

are interstitial and separated by the 5AL segments, as are the two 7BS segments. However, the 

temporal order of the larger pericentric inversion, the smaller pericentric inversion, and the 

paracentric inversion on 4AL remains unclear (Figure 2 ). 

Chromosomes 4B and 4D: 

Chromosome 4B had the fewest mapped ESTs (458) and loci of the three group 4 chromosomes. 

In general, the EST mapping data support previously reported data showing that chromosome 
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arm 4BL is homoeologous to 4DL and 4AS, and 4BS is homoeologous to 4DS and 4AL (Devos 

et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). The ESTs located in the centromeric region and again 

in the distal region of 4BL show a 4BL-4DL-4AL pattern reflecting the 4AL inversions 

explained above. 

Four earlier studies (Endo and Gill 1984; Dvořák et al. 1984; Gill et al. 1991; Mickelson-Young 

et al. 1995) found evidence of a pericentric inversion in 4B and four ESTs in this study support 

this. Three of these, BF202211, BE406512, and BF202969, mapped to C-4BS4-0.37 and 

chromosome arm 4DL. BF202211 did not map to chromosome 4A. BE406512 mapped to 4AS1-

0.20-0.63. B202969 mapped to C-4BS, C-4DL, and C-4AL. BE497309 mapped to C-4BL1-0.71, 

C-4DS1-0.53, and C-4AL12-0.43. 

A total of 549 informative ESTs mapped to chromosome 4D. One probe accession, BE442750, 

was unique to chromosome 4D and mapped to bin 4DL12-0.71-1.00. In the set of data used for 

this study, 108 ESTs, which mapped to 4DL, also mapped to 4AS and 4BL. Sixteen ESTs, which 

mapped to 4DL, mapped to 4AL and 4BL, of which 6, noted above, were involved in the new 

pericentric inversion on 4A. A total of 44 ESTs showed a colinear mapping relationship with 

4BL and 5AL23-0.87-1.00. These data confirm the 5AL/4AL reciprocal translocation in T. 

aestivum proposed by Naranjo et al. (1987). 

Consensus EST map of homoeologous group 4 chromosomes: 

Developing the group 4 consensus map from the three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes was 

complicated by the several translocations and inversions of chromosome 4A. A total of 141 

ESTs were detected as unique for group 4 chromosomes, 4 of which were excluded because they 

did not map to a specific bin or the data were unclear. We detected 18 ESTs, which mapped to 

various bins among the three chromosomes, making it difficult to assign them to a consensus bin. 

These anomalies were also excluded from the consensus map. Most of the anomalies involved 

the long arm of 4A and the short arms of 4B and 4D, which was not surprising owing to the 

significant rearrangements that have occurred in the long arm of 4A. Thus, we used 119 ESTs 

that could be clearly assigned to 16 consensus bins. The number of ESTs assigned to each bin 

varied from 2 to 19. The numbers of ESTs in long and short arms were not equal, with the long 

arm containing 70% more ESTs than the short arm. Unlike the distribution of ESTs mapping to 

individual chromosomes, there was no clear distribution pattern along the consensus 

chromosome. The EST density ranged from 0.19 to 6.82 ESTs per consensus bin (Figure 

1 ). However, it should be pointed out that the relative error in the estimation of a 

bin size is larger in the smaller bins, and therefore these values have a large variance. As 

observed in other homoeologous groups in this project, the smaller the bin the higher the EST 

density. 

The consensus chromosome map revealed a clearer picture of the EST density along the 

homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. The consensus map showed that the highest EST density 

was not located in the most distal bins of the consensus map, but closer to the middle of both 

consensus arms (Figure 1 ). Since the consensus map took into account the 

vagaries of bin size and utilized more bins per arm, it gave a considerably higher-resolution view 
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of actual EST location than the individual chromosome maps did (Figure 1 ). 

However, consensus maps will be of limited value until a much larger number of bins per 

chromosome arm are available to create high-resolution maps. 

EST-based wheat-rice colinear relationship: 

On the basis of the homoeologous group 4 consensus map, the relationship between ESTs on 

wheat group 4 chromosomes and the rice genome showed that among 119 ESTs, 74 ESTs (62%) 

significantly matched to rice BACs (Figure 3 ). Of those 74 ESTs, 58 (78%) were 

present in wheat deletion bins that were colinear with the corresponding groups of genes from 

rice chromosome 3 to which they matched (Table 2). No claims can be made for wheat EST 

linear order within bins, but only for the order of wheat deletion bins. The greatest similarity in 

order of the wheat deletion bins and the corresponding groups of rice genes occurred primarily 

between the long arm of the consensus group 4 map (88%) and the short arm of rice 

chromosome 3 (Figure 3 ), as observed by Sorrells et al. (2003). This conserved 

order spanned the short arm of rice chromosome 3 from 14.4 to 55.8 cM with several 

interruptions primarily for the bins at the distal end of the group 4 consensus long arm. A gap in 

the linear order occurred in the short arm of rice chromosome 3 corresponding to the group 4 

consensus centromeric bins, which suggested a large rearrangement in these regions during the 

evolutionary history of one or both species. This interruption of order between the wheat group 4 

consensus chromosome bins and corresponding groups of rice chromosome 3 genes will 

complicate the use of rice-wheat synteny to facilitate gene discovery in wheat and other Triticeae 

species. Rice chromosome 3 also showed long segments of conserved order with wheat 

homoeologous group 5 (Linkiewicz et al. 2004). 

 Figure 3.— 

Wheat-rice colinear relationships for the wheat ESTs composing the group 4 

consensus chromosome. The consensus bin designations and bin breakpoints are 
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given on the left of the wheat consensus chromosome. The colors on the wheat 

consensus chromosome represent (more ...) 

 

  

TABLE 2 

Distribution of homoeologous group 4 wheat consensus ESTs on rice 

chromosomes  

Wheat-Arabidopsis relationship: 

The relationship between wheat ESTs and the Arabidopsis genome was analyzed using a blastN 

search against the Arabidopsis genome database. Among the 119 consensus ESTs, only 26 of 

them showed high homology (E-value ≤E-5; ID ≥80% for >50 bp) to Arabidopsis genomic 

sequences from five different chromosomes. This result indicated that there was no structural 

relationship between the Arabidopsis genome and wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. 

Analysis of blastX for protein sequence comparisons between wheat chromosome 4 consensus 

ESTs and the Arabidopsis protein database showed that only 38 ESTs had significant similarity 

(E-value ≤E-5; ID ≥70% for a minimum of 50 amino acids) to Arabidopsis proteins. The proteins 

were diverse, including those involved in metabolic processes, cellular processes, transport 

proteins, ribosomal proteins, and unknown proteins, and were encoded by genes located on five 

different Arabidopsis chromosomes with no apparent clustering pattern. Unlike the wheat-rice 

comparison, the results of both nucleotide and protein comparisons between wheat 

homoeologous group 4 consensus chromosome ESTs and the Arabidopsis genome did not show 

a colinear relationship between the two species. 

Functional characterization of group 4 ESTs: 

The unigenes corresponding to the EST loci mapped to homoeologous group 4 chromosomes 

were analyzed for their functional characteristics. Information about their GenBank accession 

numbers, putative function, and chromosomal location can be obtained at 

http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/westsql/map_locus.cgi. Twenty-four of the 26 libraries that 

generated group 4 ESTs were used in this analysis (Table 3). The cDNA libraries were designed 
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to maximize gene discovery, since virtually all wheat tissues were sampled, including several 

developmental stages and environmental conditions. In general, the number of homoeologous 

group 4 ESTs from each library correlated positively with the total number of ESTs mapped to 

the seven homoeologous groups and the number of ESTs generated from each library, with only 

a few exceptions. Homoeologous group 4 chromosomes contain genes involved in a wide range 

of cellular mechanisms (Tables 4 and 5, Figure 4 ). To refine the homoeologous 

group 4 chromosome transcriptome, the unigenes were grouped into functional categories on the 

basis of a blastX search. Only 42% of the genes could be functionally classified in this manner, 

whereas the rest of the genes were similar to novel proteins for which no putative functions have 

been assigned (27%) or did not show significant similarity to any protein (31%). The majority of 

known cellular functions were represented in the 440 unigenes, although genes involved in 

metabolism (14%), signal transduction (12%), and defense (11%) were the most abundant 

(Figure 4 ). These results are similar to those observed in rye (Secale cereale L.) 

(Rodriguez Milla et al. 2002), in the rice gene prediction classification (Goff et al. 2002), and 

also in the assignment of functional categories to the Arabidopsis proteome (Arabidopsis 

Genome Initiative 2000). Therefore, wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes (and probably 

the entire wheat genome) follow general trends similar to those observed in other species. 

 

  

TABLE 3 

cDNA libraries containing ESTs mapped to wheat homoeologous group 4 

chromosomes  

 

  

TABLE 4 

The highest-copy-number genes/gene families present in homoeologous 

group 4  

 

  

TABLE 5 

Group 4-specific genes and location on homoeologous chromosome group 4  

 

 

Figure 4.— 

Functional classification of wheat ESTs mapped on group 4 chromosomes based 

on the Arabidopsis gene classification. 
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As expected, an analysis of different genomes has revealed that a large number of genes belong 

to multicopy gene families. For instance, in rice, as in Arabidopsis, extensive gene redundancy 

exists in all metabolic pathways, which may facilitate the tightly regulated expression of specific 

isozymes (Goff et al. 2002). In addition, a significant correlation between the copy number of 

Arabidopsis and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.) multigene families was reported by Van 

der Hoeven et al. (2002). We used only EST loci mapping to wheat homoeologous group 4 

chromosomes to estimate the number of gene families present in this transcriptome. The copy 

numbers in Table 4 are probably underestimated, because they are based on RFLP data. Lower 

stringency conditions would probably reveal a higher number of loci (i.e., additional family 

members); however, this issue would be best addressed by analysis of DNA sequences rather 

than by Southern hybridization. Nevertheless, protein kinases represented the largest family in 

wheat homoeologous group 4, and peroxidases, cytochrome P450s, and glutathione S-

transferases represented large families as well (Table 4). These four families were also among 

the most abundant in Arabidopsis and tomato (Van der Hoeven et al. 2002). We noted a high 

copy number of genes encoding a putative oxalate oxidase (11) and a 2-oxoglutarate/malate 

translocator (10) present in homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. 

Finally, to analyze further the nature of the genes present in homoeologous group 4, we 

examined more closely the putative functional role of 64 group 4-specific genes (Table 5). Of the 

440 known-function unigenes studied, 56 (13%) were assigned to all three homoeologous group 

4 chromosomes and 8 were assigned to only one or two of them (Table 5). The presence of one 

copy in each of the three homoeologous chromosomes suggests that they were also present as 

single-copy genes in the common ancestor of the A, B, and D genomes. It is possible that other 

genes are group 4 specific, because they showed three bands (one in each homoeologous 

chromosome), but they also showed one or two or more additional faint, nonmapped bands. 

Under higher-stringency conditions, the additional bands would likely disappear, especially in 

those cases where they represent different genes with a high degree of similarity. Two genes, 

encoding a mitochondrial processing peptidase and an elongin, were present in two copies in 

each of the homoeologous chromosomes, which indicated that they could have been duplicated 

in the original wheat genome ancestor. However, because in the current study RFLP deletion 

mapping was performed using a single restriction enzyme (EcoRI), additional enzymes would be 

necessary to prove this hypothesis. Other genes showed different copy numbers in each of the 

homoeologous group 4 chromosomes, suggesting that duplication events have commonly 

occurred following the divergence of the A, B, and D genomes. Interestingly, a gene encoding a 

MAP kinase 1 protein homolog was present in seven copies, three in 4AS, two in 4BL, and two 

in 4DL. No additional loci appear to be located anywhere else in the hexaploid wheat genome. 

The assignment of functional categories for the 56 group 4-specific genes was very similar to the 

results obtained for the total group of 440 unigenes, as genes covering most of the cellular 

functions were detected. 

In spite of the limitations, the present data support the idea that the overall gene composition of 

the wheat transcriptome follows the general trend observed in other species. Although proteins of 

all functional classes were present, a slight bias (more significant for group 4-specific genes) was 

found for genes encoding metabolic functions, which is consistent with the results obtained in 

other plant species. In addition, the results suggested that the hexaploid wheat genome is well 
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―balanced,‖ because each of its homoeologous groups appears to contain genes involved in 

diverse functions. However, much higher-resolution mapping is necessary to determine whether 

or not some chromosome regions show specific characteristics. 
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